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Introduction
• The need for an effective budgeting technique is increasingly felt in the constantly changing

environment of modern time. The traditional budgeting has not measured upto this

expectation. The traditional budgeting process takes up the previous allocation for various

activities as the base in formulating the new budget.

• On this basis, the new allocations are made with a few changes here and there, e.g., ₹

50,000 were spent during the previous year on advertisement. On this basis, the fresh

allocation may be made at, say, ₹ 60,000 for next year and this may be included in the new

budget.

• The Zero-base budgeting does not take any previous allocation as the base. It rather,

subjects all activities and expenditures, current as well as new, to fresh scrutiny. This

shows that the allocation to any activity during the previous year is not accepted as the

base. The allocation for all activities is treated as zero.



• Thus ZBB removes the following defects of traditional budgeting.

 The unnecessary and insufficient expenses of previous years are carried forward, as they are

not recognized and removed.

 Managers never try to identify the wasteful expenditure nor think of alternatives means of

achieving the targets.

 As no analysis of proposals included in the budget are made, the main issues are not

highlighted. Hence, the allocation of funds become irrational.

 In traditional budgeting, the managers simply add some amount to the previous allocation to

various projects. Thus, they ask for more and more funds without thinking whether it will

benefit the business.

 As funds are blocked in unnecessary and wasteful proposals, new projects do not get the

priority that they deserve, as enough funds are not available for them.

 Progressive atmosphere does not prevail in the enterprise as managers are not progressive

and do not want to come out of old traditions.



Meaning and definition of zbb
• Zero base budgeting is used for strict analysis of costs and benefits of any new

projects before they are included in the budget.

• In simple words, “Zero-base budgeting is a process of reviewing, analyzing and

evaluating each demand to be incorporated into the budget, so that its

justification for including it in or excluding it from the budget can be

determined.”

• According to David Lieninger, “ ZBB is a management tool, which provides a

systematic method for evaluating all operations and programmes, current or

new, allows for budget reductions and expansions in a rational manner and

allows re-allocation of sources from low to high priority programmes.



• From the above definitions, it is clear that –

– ZBB is a method of evaluating each proposal, programme and

operation before it is included in budget.

– Each proposal put forward by any manager has to be justified.

– Alongwith the new proposals and programmes, even old ones

are put to strict scrutiny.

– Funds are diverted from low-priority proposals to high priority

proposals.










